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Space Exploration 

Pros Cons

- helps progress on earth 
- helps explore planets 
- provides knowledge 
- enhances communication field 

- needs a lot of  study &training 
- costs a fortune 
- being away from home & family 



The aims of  
Space Exploration

Spin-offs

- Cell phones. 
- Air Conditioning Units. 
- GPS  
- Satellite 
- Sunglasses  
- Trainers 

-Exploring Space 
- Providing Knowledge 
-Help progress on Earth 
- conducting experiments 

- contacting crew on shuttles 
- sending& receiving data



universe
the Earth, planets and stars



orbit

to fly or move around in a circle



revolve around

to go round, turn around, rotate, spin





91 minutes

It conducts experiments not possible on the Earth.

16 x7 = 112

USA, Russia, Japan, Brazil and the European Spacs Agency

Kuwait was the first country in the Arab world to conduct the ISS.





concept
an abstract idea



the extreme limit of  an area, border
frontier



mission

an expedition into space



to carry out an order, or plan
execute



intrepid
fearless, adventurous



revere
to feel deep respect or admiration for something



abhorrent
inspiring disgust



awe-inspiring

arousing awe from being impressive



sentient
able to perceive or feel things



detriment
the state of  being harmed or damaged



6
3
2
7
1
4
5



speaker 1 approves

speaker 2

speaker 3

disapproves

approves





I agree, it is very important to push scientific boundaries.

I agree, we discover new facts everyday.

I disagree, it is a very good investment.

I agree. This is a part of our nature.



Students’ own answers.
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Asynchronous 6



Venus and Earth are comparable in size and 
are approximately the same age.

What do you know about Venus planet?



approximately

almost

nearly



obscure
to prevent something from being seen or heard clearly



perceivable

could be noticed



dispatch
to send off  to a destination or for a purpose



scrutinise
to examine someone or something carefully



The blue planet

No, there’s no water on Venus. It is very hot. It 
has no oxygen.



Why have people given Venus the name the morning star?



Why is it difficult for scientists to study Venus from the Earth?



What are the similarities and differences between Venus and the Earth?



When did Venus pass between the Sun and the Earth?







To carry out a systematic inquiry in an attempt to discover facts.

Alike, resembling without being identical.

To record information.

The layer of gases which surround a planet.

Able to be likened to something else, similar.

Short phrase used to express a quality of a person or a thing.

Completely lacking in something.



T

T

F

F

T

T

F

Venus is the second planet from the Sun.

It is about the same size and age as the Earth.

The Americans launched this mission in 1962.

Venus is visible for 6 hours every day.

It is too difficult to study Venus without probes.

Because of its heavy atmosphere.

The Sun and the Moon are bigger than Venus.



1

4

3

2

Similarities / 
differences

The largest 
black spot.

Venus the 
morning star

Attempts to 
study Venus

The biggest planet

Venus passed between 
the Sun and the Earth.

Obscured by clouds. 
Using probes to study 

Venus

The Venusian 
atmosphere and day.



I’m for space tourism. It is exciting. We will learn 
many things and discover the outer space.
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on board                         (adj.)



Grammar              The passive with Modal Verbs  
( can –– will –– shall –– may –- must – have to – has to-  
had to – ought to )  + be   + PP   
(would-  might - should - could)  + have been + PP 

Ex:   Goods can be transported by trucks.
Ex: Some measures might have been taken.



The government should reward astronauts.

A space suit has to be worn by each astronaut.

Equipment can be transported into space by space shuttles.

Diseases might have been cured by scientists if  they hadn’t spent all their time on space technology.

Scientists carry out experiments on board the International Space Station.



!Change into passive:

1. The government should reward astronauts.   

………………………………………………………………………………….. 

2. Each astronaut has to wear a space suit.   

………………………………………………………………………………… 

3. Scientists can transport Space shuttle equipment into space.  

………………………………………………………………………………… 

4. Scientists might have cured diseases.    

………………………………………………………………………………… 



!Choose the right answer:

1. The news from Kuwait …………………….today.    
a. has to be delivered b- deliver  c- delivers  d- delivering  

  

2. The enemy will ……………….by our army.    
a. conquer    b- be conquered c- conquers   d- conquered 

  

3. The manager………………..be told the truth.     
a-have to   b- having to  c- has to  d- is having  

  

4. Venus………………. the name of 'the morning and the evening star'.  
a-have given  b- has been given c- have been given  d-  give 





neither nor

or
either

neither nor

or

nor

either

neither

or
either

diseases



We can either spend money exploring space or feeding the homeless.

Space exploration can neither solve the problems on earth nor help us escape 
our problems.

He can neither eat nuts nor dairy products due to his allergies.



You could either buy a new game or a new book.

I can either stay up late and watch a film or get a good night’s sleep.

I am neither taller nor heavier than my twin brother.



!Choose the correct answer:    
1. Both Tom and Peter …………………………in a suburb of Chicago. 
a- live  b- lives  c- living  d- are lived 
 2. Either he or they ………………………… going to take care of the problem. 
a- is   b- are   c- be   d- being 

  

3. Neither my aunts nor my grandmother …………………to come to the celebration. 
a- want  b-wants  c- wanting  d- is wanted 
  

4. Both my father and my brother ………………………… to finish the project. 
a- intend  b- intends  c- intending  d- is intendedTop of Form 
  
5. Neither Sally nor the other children …………………………in the tooth fairy. 
a- believes  b- believe  c- believing  d- is believing 
  
6. Either I or Jack …………………………investigated the situation already. 

     a- has  b- have  c- havin   d- are 



! Do as required :
1. Either the uncle or the aunt sends  the boy a birthday card every year.  
 …………………………………………………………………( Use neither …nor) 
…………………………………………………………………………………………. 

2. Neither Jennifer nor Katherine is able to attend the party last week.  
 …………………………………………………………………( Use neither …nor) 
…………………………………………………………………………………………. 

3. Either the participants or the sponsors are going to make a donation now. 
 …………………………………………………………………( Use neither …nor) 
…………………………………………………………………………………………. 
4. He either  has a cat or a dog.       ( Use : Both….and) 
………………………………………………………………………………………….



! Do as required :

5. Neither my brother nor my mother knows about this. ( Use : Both….and) 
…………………………………………………………………………… 

6. He didn't come to the party, and his brother didn't come, too.( Correct ) 

…………………………………………………………………………….. 

7. I hate that song, and my sister hates it either.   ( Correct ) 

………………………………………………………………………………….
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solar system
the collection of  nine planets and their moons in orbit around the sun



astronomical
relating to the branch of  science that deals with space 
and a physical universe as a whole



conducive
making a certain situation likely or possible



habitation
the state of  living in a particular place



exceptionally
unusually, remarkably



superb
impressively splendid



natural satellite

the moons



opportunity
a set of  circumstances that makes it possible to do something



roughly
in a manner lacking refinement and precision



wane

to decrease power or extent; become weaker





astronomical
astronauts

space
mission

hazardous
continual

conveyed



shuttle
Station

transmitted

audio



wane

preservation



What are the aims of  the Scientific Center of  Kuwait ?

Advancement of  science  
Preservation of  the cultural heritage of  Kuwait
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exploration

production
discoveries

admiration

bravery



space shuttle

space suit

space station

space walk
space mission

space race





I think it’s stupid and dangerous.

That surprises me.

Not at all.

I think you are misinformed.

Oh, I didn’t know that.

Yes, I think you have.





Spacecraft and probes have also been sent to Venus by the Russians.

I can type up this report from the meeting next week.

We have to deliver the news from Kuwait today.



I thought the TV programme about space was both dramatic and 
fascinating.

I am curious about neither space travel nor deep-sea diving.



You can either watch TV or read a book.

None of  the three crew members on the International 
Space Station were wearing a spacesuit.



will be sailing 

will have eaten 

will be doing 



had finished / finished

meet

am doing

was looking / had been looking

go / will go / can go
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revolutionise
to change radically



spin-offs
items used in space that improve our lives on Earth



durable
able to withstand



dual
consisting of  two parts or aspects



economical
giving good value in relation to the amount of  money, time, or 
effort spent



emission
the production of  gas or radiation



data
facts collected together for reference or analysis



observe and check the progress of  something 
over a period of  time

monitor



alert

to warn of  a danger or a threat



abnormal
deviating from what is usual in a way that is undesirable or worrying



GPS
Global Positioning System

abbr.



trainers
a soft shoe suitable for sports or casual wear



take for granted
to believe something to be true without even thinking  
about it



Ss’ answers

Ss’ own answers

Ss’ own answers





 to give the subject of  the paragraph.
 to alert the reader to the subject of  the report.

facts
formal



specifically
exclusively, particularly









Give examples of  modern technology.

Space technology

Aircraft technology

Wireless communication



What are the benefits of  modern technology to 
people on Earth?

Planes became lighter and faster

GPS system and Satellite TV
Mobile phones and air conditioning units



What are the aims of  space technology?

Exploring space

Providing knowledge

Improving life on Earth



Wireless technology is now used in medicine. Give two examples.

To monitor heart activity

To alert medical staff  to 
abnormal activity
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taking pictures- shooting films – doing exercise – 
watching planets rotating – chatting – reading books  

space tour vehicle – lunar rovers – fire sensors – tin openers – 
ear thermometer – eye lenses -   



WRITING





A model
The Outline 

Introduction : Some people are for Space Exploration, while others are 
against. 
Body 1   : Those who are for space exploration. 
• Understanding the world 
• More scientific advances 
• Many spin-offs like ( AC- satellites – GPS…… 
  
Body 2  : Those who are against space exploration. 
• Very expensive 
• Very dangerous 
• Health problems 
• Needs a lot of training  
  
Conclusion: I am strongly for space exploration.



The topic

Some people are for space technology and they have their own reasons. Others are 
totally against it and call to stop financing it. Let’s discuss both views. 

  
  

Those who are for space technology state that scientists are developing more and more modern 
machines to know more about the outer space. They do their best to understand the world 
around us and provide people with knowledge about space.  Their work on space provides more 
chances for more scientific advances. There are a lot of examples of the effect of space 
technology on human lives on the Earth. The first example is the Aircraft Technology. Space 
Technology has made aircraft lighter, faster and more economical. The second example is The 
Wireless technology. The wireless technology was first developed to solve the communication 
problems between the Earth and space. Because of space, technology is now used in medicine 
to monitor heart activity. There are a lot of benefits we could get from space technology such as 
Satellite Television, Weather forecasting, GPS systems, Mobile phones, Air-conditioning units, 
etc. All these inventions are called "spin- offs."



On the other hand, those who are against state that space 
exploration costs a fortune. It needs a lot of time and training. 
Additionally, it might cost a life as scientists face many 
dangers. They might be killed while experimenting things to 
benefit human beings. Moreover, there are some rockets that 
send bombs overseas to kill innocent people and destroy their 
properties. They add that not all scientific inventions are for 
the sake of human prosperity. There are many scientific 
inventions that can end the human race in a second. 



All in all, it is now clear that space technology has supporters and opposers. 

As for me, I am for space technology and space exploration for many reasons. 

First, It gives us more information about our solar system, galaxy, and 

universe. Second, We can see humanity in a different way with space 

exploration. Additionally, Investments into space exploration create real 

economic benefits on  earth. 
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In a paragraph of FOUR sentences ONLY, summarize and 
paraphrase this passage in an answer to the following question:

 Many students find that preparing for an individual class for 60-90 minutes per day, five or six 

days per week, will leave them well prepared at exam time. For some students, it does not 

work. That is why practitioners would recommend that students should not cram at the last 

second. All-nighters simply don't work for most people, and students experience declining 

returns on their efforts when they attempt to study for four and five hours straight. They 

would also recommend that students should keep their ears open in class. Their teachers will 

sometimes tell them about the exam study strategies. They should be in class every day to 

receive such help. This is particularly true as tests and final exams approach. They insist that 

students review their class notes on a regular basis.

What are the best strategies to get ready for the exams?



The original sentence The paraphrased sentence

Students should not cram at the last 
second. 

Students can start at earlier time.

Students should keep their ears open in 
class.

Students must concentrate in the 
class.

Students should be in class every day to 
receive such help. 

Students should attend the classes 
regularly.

students review their class notes on a 
regular basis.

They should always revise their class 
notes.



Model answer

      First, Students can start studying at earlier time. Next,  
they must concentrate in the class. Then, they should attend 
their classes regularly. Finally, they should always revise their 
class notes. 





Translation 

•Translate the meaning not words 
•Avoid word for word translation 
•Keep your sentences short 
•Find keywords 
•Write a full sentence 
•Check your spelling and punctuation  
•Write a draft first to change, modify and 
improve your writing 
•Begin with a Noun  
•Write your final copy

❖ Here are some tips you can use:





Translate the following into good English:

. یمارس بعض الناس الریاضات بالغة الخطورة من أجل الشھرة والمال ولیثبتوا انھم ابطال -2

1. .لكي تكون مغامرا ناجحا یجب أن تكون لائقا جسدیا وذھنیا

.یعتبر ستیف فوسیت أول من یسافر منفردا حول العالم بالمنطاد -3

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……

1- To be a successful adventurer, you must be fit physically and 
mentally.

2- Some people practice extreme sports for fame, money, and to prove that 
they are heroes. 

3- Steve Fossett is the first one to travel solo around the world in a hot air 
balloon.
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